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TRADITIONAL SHAMANISM 

AND  

CYBERNETIC SHAMANISM

A Productive Encounter

Since the dawn of time shamans have been specialists in ordinary states 
of consciousness (terrestrial circuits) and non-ordinary states of con-
sciousness (supra-terrestrial circuits). In exploring the energy layers that 
make up Reality with a capital “R,” they have drawn up numerous cos-
mological maps and refined techniques aimed at using the potentialities 
of these energy layers to make life on Earth easier and more pleasant. 
Their practicality and open-mindedness are such that today they are 
still looking for new solutions to new problems without limiting them-
selves with considerations of “objectivity” or “truth.” Their position has 
always been very clear: what is objective is what is perceived and what is 
true is what works. And no possibility is to be set aside.

Historians of religion and anthropologists have observed that a uni-
versal cosmology has been used by the shamans of all traditions. This 
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cosmology, which proceeds directly out of explorations of the multi-
dimensional consciousness of the sixth circuit (the psychic circuit), is 
called the cosmology of the three worlds. The non-ordinary reality the 
shamans experience when their souls travel is divided into three distinct 
regions: the Lower World , the Middle World, and the Upper World.

The shamanic journey is made possible by the use of specific tech-
niques aimed at stimulating an altered state of consciousness that opens 
the doors to these three worlds. On this psychic journey, the shaman 
develops his cartography of Reality, learns healing techniques, and 
enters into contact with the inhabitants of the non-ordinary worlds—
the spirits. 

THREE WORLDS, THREE PAIRS

Cybernetic shamanism is a futurist form of shamanic practice that com-
bines explorative and creative techniques of shamanism with cybernet-
ics. The map it allows us to draw completes the map of three worlds 
from traditional shamanism in an innovative way. Given that yesterday’s 
future is today we can bet that this innovative form of shamanic prac-
tice is appearing just when it’s needed.

The Lower World is the world of telluric energies through which 
the shaman connects to the survival instinct. This is why the spirits the 
shaman contacts in this world are often the animal spirits called power 
animals. They allow him to develop his anchoring to the earth and his 
capacity to take full responsibility for his survival. The Lower World is 
also inhabited by the spirits of dead shamans who help the living sha-
mans accomplish their tasks. 

It is thanks to the Lower World and the root/somatic circuit pair 
that the shaman is in contact with nature. Without nature he can no 
longer do his work, for he knows deep inside that only nature can bal-
ance the functioning of the being. Therefore the shaman seeks to rees-
tablish the link that connects the individual to nature, making him a 
specialist in the Lower World—a world that has been left behind by 
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numerous spiritual traditions aligned toward the Heavens and the “ele-
vation” of the soul. From a shamanic point of view it is totally absurd to 
want to “elevate” the soul without being firmly anchored to the earth, 
and that is why shamanic work generally begins by caring for and sta-
bilizing the root (first) circuit of the being. Without nature, there is no 
shamanism, no life, no humanity.

For shamans, the renunciation of the Lower World, power animals, 
and nature is at the root of most human problems. This is why the heal-
ing shaman’s work is primarily with the root/somatic (first/fifth) circuit 
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Commentary: The three classic shamanic worlds correspond to the three 

binomial vertices and to the classic allied spirits. The binomial 4–8 is beyond 
the three worlds and gives access to quantum spirits. The terrestrial circuits 
form the nature-social group loop in which the shaman becomes established.
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pair, which generally represents the wounded and uprooted part of the 
body and soul of the individual. The healing shaman’s first therapeu-
tic action often involves bringing in their power animal for the people 
seeking their help.

Midwives participate in welcoming the being to Earth at the 
moment when its root circuit is malleable. Since the beginning of 
time they have played a fundamental shamanic role by accompanying 
 mothers-to-be in the process of opening, leading to a harmonious deliv-
ery. It is natural that we find them beside healing shamans of the root/
somatic circuit pair. In fact long before social functions became sepa-
rated and compartmentalized, shamans and midwives were often one 
and the same person.

The politico-territorial/psychic (second/sixth) circuit pair is mobile, 
active, and expansive. It is a pair used by hunters, warriors, and explorer 
shamans. It corresponds to the Middle World, a world of great power in 
which the ego has a tendency to become encrusted.  This is the world 
from which shamans draw their power, but also the world in which they 
must be cautious of issues of spiritual interference.

The spirits that help the shaman in the Middle World take on a 
multitude of forms. They generally live on the hidden, or non-ordinary, 
side of ordinary reality—the spirits of the elements (water, earth, fire, 
air), the spirits of nature, or the spirits of ancestors or the dead who 
have not yet moved on to the hereafter.

Unlike the power animals of the Lower World that graciously help 
the shaman, the spirits of the Middle World are not transcendental, but 
often ethnocentric or even egocentric. The power they give to the sha-
man must be used with vigilance because it is rarely without cost. In the 
Middle World it is “tit-for-tat.” This does not mean the Middle World 
is “evil” or “dangerous,” it simply works according to different rules 
than the Upper and Lower Worlds.

Finally the intellectual/mystic-religious (third/seventh) circuit pair 
corresponds to the Upper World, a shamanic world of knowledge and 
wisdom visited for millennia by the mystics of the great spiritual tra-
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ditions from every continent. Within this world the visionary shaman 
comes into contact with the laws of the Universe and learns to live in 
harmony with them. He is at once prophet, diviner, and meditator.

The allies of the Upper World are spiritual beings—guides, devas, 
masters, religious archetypes—who often demonstrate detachment and 
reflexivity, two qualities proceeding directly from the intellectual/mys-
tic-religious circuit pair. These are compassionate transcendental spirits, 
which means they help the shamans freely.


